
WHAT EVERYONE 
SHOULD KNOW ABOUT
GAS VS. CHARCOAL

Having trouble deciding which way to go?  
Our hybrid grills allow you to burn any fuel, any time.



THE BENEFITS OF
CHARCOAL



Charcoal briquettes are a mainstay of barbecue enthusiasts from 
the amateur level to grillmasters. Their popularity derives from 
their accessibility at every corner market, uniformity in size allow-
ing for accurate temperature control, and their slow-burning rate.

Made from burnt wood, charcoal is often preferred over gas be-
cause it burns hotter and adds a smoky flavor. The consistency of 
size and shape is the major benefit of briquettes over lump char-
coal because it is relatively easy to create a smooth bed of coals 
for uniform heat and longer burn.

THE BENEFITS OF CHARCOAL

HIGHLIGHTS
•  MESQUITE, SMOKY TASTE

•  HIGH DIRECT HEAT

•  GREAT SEAR



THE BENEFITS OF
NATURAL GAS



In a world that never stops, convenience is king. Multiple incomes, fast 
food, e-commerce, and an age of instant communication around the world 
leave very little time for what matters most: that’s grilling of course! Gas 
grills continue to rise in popularity and variety because they are quicker, 
cleaner, and versatile.

Even the most ardent supporters of charcoal fuels are readily installing 
natural gas grills alongside their black beasts because it’s just simpler to 
use when in a hurry. What is lost in flavor without the mesquite of charcoal 
is gained in rapid igniting and easy cleanup.

T H E  B E N E F I T S  O F  N A T U R A L  G A S

HIGHLIGHTS
•  CONVENIENCE

•  EASY CLEANUP

•  TEMPERATURE CONTROL

•  ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY



The Muscle & Encore grills are the most versatile high-end 
performance grills on the market, sidestepping the gas vs. 
charcoal debate to provide a single multi-fuel solution. Wheth-
er smoking, using direct or indirect heat, or cooking uniformly 
across the entire cooking surface – the hybrid grill allows 
for the use of gas, charcoal, hardwood, lump charcoal, wood 
chips, or any combination thereof.

BEST OF 
BOTH WORLDS



WITH HYBRID GRILLS, YOU GET:

1.  Unmatched Versatility – With no need for two grills, burn gas,  charcoal, 
hardwood, lump charcoal, or wood chips.

2.  Superior Craftsmanship – Proudly manufactured in the USA with #304 
stainless steel and cast stainless Hemi grates, the hybrid grill can easily 
handle any amount of grilling carnage thrown at it.

3.  Unrivaled Power – A workhorse with over 100,000 BTUs of raw cooking 
power to grill whatever you can imagine.

4.  Flexibility – Use the speed of gas to jumpstart your charcoal or use the 
gas to get some soaked wood chips smoking for added flavor.

5.  High-End Features – Features you would expect from the best: front panel 
LED lighting, interior halogen lighting, and heavy-duty temperature gauge.

B E S T  O F  B O T H  W O R L D S



GAS OR CHARCOAL?

BURN ANY FUEL ANY TIME WITH 
THE HYBRID GRILLS


